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The numerical determination of combustor flowflelds is of great value to
the combustor designer An a priori knowledge of the flow behavior can speed '
_' the combustor design process and reduce the number of experimental test rlgs
_ required to arrive at an optimal design. Even 2-D steady incompressible Iso-
,_ thermal flow predictions are of use; many codes of thls klnd are available
Ill, each employing different techniques to surmount the difficulties arising
from the nonlinearity of the governing equations and from typically irregular
_ combustor geometries. We wlll look at mapping techniques (algebraic and elllp-
|. ttc PDE), and at adaptive grid methods (both multi-grid and grtd embedding) as
i- applied to axtsymmetr|c combustors.
. ALGEBRAICGRID GENERATIONIN THE STARPIC CODE
The solution of the Turbulent Reynolds Equations for arbitrary geometries
can be handled in several ways [1]. One popular technique ls to represent a
boundary wlth discrete 90° steps. Atlernatlvely, the geometry can be mapped
tnto a square solution plane via a variety of available transformations. The
simplest transformation ts an algebraic one as shown In Figure 2.
_- On transforming the governing equations, new chain rule terms are intro-
duced, each of which contains a dh/dx term which comes Into play only at axial
locations wher_ there Is a sloping or curved wall segment, thereby mathematt-
cally affecting expansion and reclrculation In the flow. The complexity of
extra terms is offset by the ability of the technique to handle general bound-
ary shapes, as well as the simplification of boundary conditions in the mapped
- plane. For these reasons algebraic mapping shows great promise. Figures 1
through 6 show the effects of algebraic mapping on the STARPIC code.
t
• ELLIPTIC POE GRID GENERATION FOR A BIFURCATED
, CORBUSTOR INLET DIFFUSER
,j
The purpose of a combustor Inlet diffuser is to convert kinetic energy to
,_, pressure; a reliable prediction method for diffuser flows will lead to the i
_. efficacious design of those diffusers. In this work body fitted coordinate
transformations are employed In the solution of turbulent flows in a bifur-
cated combustor tnlet diffuser. The work is aimed at comparing the numerical "
solution for different kinds of transformations with experimental results.
Furthermore, different numerical methods w111 also be employed for comparison.








NULT[GR[D AND GRID EMBEDDINGTECHN]QUEFOR
TURBULENTFLOWSIN COHBUSTOR
A mu_tigrld method [2] applied to axtsymmetric turbulent flows Is useful
in speeding convergence of numerical schemes. This method reduces global
:' errors by economlcai relaxation of errors on coarse meshes instead of by labor
intensive relaxation on one fine mesh. The multigrid equations, a summary of
• the multlgrtd algorithm, and relationships between coarse and fine meshes for
4' a staggered mesh are depicted in Figures 13 through 17.
Grid embedding [3,4] similar to the multlgrld method, uses a ftne mesh in
steep gradient regions to refine the solution locally, where needed. It elim-
Inates the wasteful process of using a fine grid globally, including in regions
where it is not needed• Grld embedding is depicted for a staggered mesh. As
indicated in the last figure, this method is still under development. Like the
multlgrld method, it will steadily be extended to more arbitrary combustor
geometries.
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-; FINITEDIFFERENCINGON GRIDGK GIVES
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